FED-UP DOCTOR’S PAIN RELIEF NEWS
SPECIAL ISSUE
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Dr. Robert D. Willix, Jr. recently voted “My
Favorite Doctor” by readers of Prevention
Magazine says, “It’s time to relieve your
suffering and get on with enjoying life!”

The Amazing
Arthritis Pain Relief
Your Doctor Doesn’t
Know About
INSIDE ...
How You May Get Lasting Relief From Arthritis Pain -Safely, Naturally, Satisfiaction Guaranteed
The Hidden Effects Of Prescription and Over-TheCounter Medicines That May Harm You
Why Your Current Arthritis Medication Could Be
Destroying Your Joints
photo

“I’ve had arthritis pain for 10 years and doctors have never been
able to help me. After using this product for just 2 weeks, I’ve
noticed a big improvement.” -- L. Kaylan, FL

Here’s the life-changing secret that 99%
of doctors don’t know about...

“You May Now
Get Relief
From Arthritis Pain
Without Harmful
Drugs or Surgery!”

Robert D. Willix, Jr., M.D.

Dear Friend,
I’m really fed up. It’s gotten to the point where I’m almost
embarrassed to be a doctor any more. Here’s why:
Every day MILLIONS of people SUFFER NEEDLESSLY with
arthritis and joint pain when fast, lasting relief ...
and even a reversing of the disease ... is available
right now in an amazing natural formulation called SORE
NO-MORE™!
Most people just don’t know about this amazing remedy.
And the sad part is that not even their doctors know
about it. (But I will tell you all about this amazing
pain reliever in a moment.)
The important thing is that I don’t want this secret hidden
from you any longer. I want you to know that SORE NO-MORE may
change your life like it has for thousands of users. They used
to suffer with conventional medicine and have now found true
healing and relief with SORE NO-MORE! So might you! Just read
what they have to say:
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Knee Replacement Avoided!
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“After contacting an orthopedic doctor concerning my
left knee I was told from X-rays, I was walking bone on
bone. The doctor told me I could postpone a replacement
if I was tough. I began taking SORE NO-MORE. Now after
3 months, I feel I no longer need the replacement! I
plan to stick with SORE NO-MORE. Thanks.” -- William
Donk, FL

First Relief In Years!
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“I ordered a 2-month supply of SORE NO-MORE for my 81
year old mother. for years she has been in the care of
a physician who has prescribed various medications, the
last of which was very strong. I suggested she try this
before taking any more. She said that this is the first
time in years she’s felt such relief.” -- Carla
Blaskovic, FL

10 Years of Suffering Improves In 2 Weeks!
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“I have arthritis in my knees for 10 years. I have been
treated by doctors for 10 years -- no improvement.
After trying your SORE NO-MORE for 2 weeks, I notice a
big improvement. I have ordered another supply.” -Leo Kaylan, FL

Why The Drug Companies and Your Doctor Will
Never Tell You About SORE NO-MORE
The only reason you haven’t heard about safe, natural SORE
NO-MORE is because the medical establishment wants to keep it
hidden from you. They know this healer exists. They know how
well it may work. But they’ll do everything they can to keep
it from you.
Why? The simple answer is money. The natural ingredients in
SORE NO-MORE can’t be patented, therefore the drug companies
can’t make money on them. They figure if you don’t know about
these safe, natural treatments, you’ll use their expensive
drugs ... with all their possible side effects ... instead.
These multi-billion dollar drug companies have the power to
make sure things go their way ... even to the point of keeping
your doctor in the dark about this amazing natural healer.
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Not Telling You About Natural Relief Is Bad ...
What Their Drugs May Do To You May Be Even Worse
I know that not being told about the relief you may get from
safe, natural SORE NO-MORE makes you angry. But hold on to
your hat. It gets even worse than simple misinformation
because ...
... if you or someone you love suffers from the pain and
inflammation of arthritis and are under the care of a
traditional physician, not only may you be suffering in
vain, but your precious health may be affected!
Let me explain.

The Cure May Be Worse Than The Disease!
If you’re like most Americans over age 50, chances are that
right now -- or very soon -- you may suffer from ...
-- Stomach ulcers
-- Gastrointestinal bleeding
-- Liver damage
-- Kidney damage
-- Destruction of cartilage
-- Damaged immune system
Now you may think this is all the result of some kind of terrible disease that awaits you. But it’s not. You may have
these problems NOT because you’re sick, but because of the current conventional “treatment” your doctor may give you for your
arthritis.
You see, arthritis has become so common that your doctor
EXPECTS you to show signs of the disease by the time you reach
55. And as you continue to age to your 70s, your chances are
almost 100% that you will suffer from this painful disease.
With almost 100% of the population certain to get arthritis,
it has become a huge cash-cow for the drug companies and the
medical establishment. That’s why it should be no surprise
that the only treatment conventional doctors use for arthritis
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is drugs. Drugs that make the
drug companies rich ... and may
make you sick.
Types of drugs commonly prescribed by conventional doctors
include both over-the-counter
drugs and prescriptions. Some
are pain relievers, some fight
inflammation, some are steroids,
some are non-steroids. But no
matter what kind you use, every
year billions of dollars are
spent on these anti-arthritis
drugs that end up making many
Americans sick.
That’s right. All this misery
from the supposed “cure”. This
kind of “cure” may be far worse
than the disease!
Now if this happened only
rarely, it would be bad enough.
But these problems may affect
MILLIONS of people every single
day who trust conventional medicine treatments for relief.
Maybe even you or someone you
love.

No More Cane
“I have been taking SORE
NO-MORE for six weeks.
My knees are feeling much
better and I am able to get
around most of the time without my cane.” -- Ruth Larcade, TX

Forgot He Has Arthritis
“SORE NO-MORE is really
wonderful. It has worked for
me. There is no more pain in
my knee and also the inflammation is gone. Before this I
had tried several medicines, but none
worked. SORE NO-MORE is so good that
after one month of regular use, I have
completely forgotten about the pain in my
knees!” -- Samuel Palmer, NJ

Generic Ingredients Can’t
Compare
“I have been using glucosamine sulfate for a while.
When I came across your
information on your product, I
decided to try it. I have used
SORE NO-MORE for two months and I
find that my knee is much better than it
was before ... more flexibility, less pain.” -Jane Di Giorgio, NY

First Relief in 1 1/2 Years

Traditional Treatments
For Arthritis Can Be
Ineffective and Dangerous!
The treatment of choice most
conventional doctors prescribe
for your arthritis will be the
“non-steroid anti-inflammatory
drugs”, or NSAIDS. They include:
ibuprofen (Motrin), naproxen
(Naprosyn), oxaprozin
(Daypro) and nabumetone
(Relafen)
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“Since using SORE NOMORE for two months, I am
having less pain throughout
my body. It’s the first time in
1 1/2 years of suffering that I
felt relief.” -- Dolores Teufel, PA

Less Hip Pain
“I have less hip pain since I
began taking SORE NOMORE. I’m a massage therapist and I now feel less lower
back pain also.” -- Margaret
Power, CA

Since several of these NSAIDs are sold “over-the-counter”
without prescription, you may be tempted to believe that they
must be safe. But you would be very, very wrong! Studies show
that these drugs may cause a variety of health problems that
are often more severe than the arthritis.
--

They may cause gastrointestinal bleeding and ulcers.

-- They may cause negative reactions with your bloodpressure medication.
-- They may cause liver and kidney damage, especially if
you consume even modest quantities of alcohol
... and here’s the real kicker ...
-- New evidence indicates that NSAIDs may even actually
speed-up the damaging effects of arthritis by destroying
the cartilage you are trying to save!
IMAGINE THE DRUGS YOU ARE TAKING MAY BE HELPING YOUR
DISEASE MORE THAN THEY HELP YOU!
This may be happening to you and your loved ones, but the
government won’t ban these drugs. They can’t stop the billion
dollar pharmaceutical money-machine. So they try to cover
themselves by cautioning that “serious gastrointestinal toxicity, such as bleeding, ulceration, and perforation, can occur at
any time, with or without warning symptoms.”

Cortisone May Be Even Worse For You
Believe it or not, as bad as NSAIDs may be for you, the next
most widely used treatment for arthritis in conventional medicine, steroids, may be even worse.
The main problem with steroid drugs, like cortisone, is their
sheer deception. They appear to be helping you feel better,
but all the while they may be silently damaging your body to
the core.
You see, when you are in terrible pain and go to your doctor
for a cortisone injection, you probably will feel better ...
but only for a short while. When it wears off, you may feel
just as bad, or worse, than before. And what you don’t see is
the terrible harm that may be done to your body while you
thought you were getting better.
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To give you the feeling of
relief, steroids actually disable
your body’s immune system. They
turn it off, causing you to lose
some natural resistance to disease and infection.
So although you may be treated
in your wrist or knee, the cortisone spreads throughout your body
and may leave every system and
every organ at risk of infection.
And if you happen to have any
existing infection, it may be
left to have free reign in your
body.
By the time you notice the side
effects of steroids, it may be
too late. Symptoms include frequent urination, depression,
irregular heartbeats, shortness
of breath ... even death.

It Doesn’t Have To Be This
Way! You Don’t Have To
Suffer With Arthritis and
Joint Pain ... Or Risky
Modern Treatments ...
Any More!
It doesn’t matter if your
arthritis is mild, or unbearable.
You may not have to suffer any
more. This is thanks to the
amazing treatment I mentioned
earlier called SORE NO-MORE. It
may very well change your life!
I use SORE NO-MORE myself and I
recommend it to all my patients.
I have seen the results myself.
I have seen my patients smile as
they move freely without pain for
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More Medical Proof for
SORE NO-MORE’s
Glucosamine Sulfate ...
Perhaps you saw the story on the
“TODAY SHOW”, your local news or in
your newspaper about glucosamine. Or
maybe you read the new book, The
Arthritis Cure, by Jason Theodosakis,
M.D. that tells of glucosamine and chondroitin which have been used successfully in Europe and Asia for years. But the
real proof is in the clinical research that
proves that they really do work ...
One study done by JM Pujalte and
other researchers and published in
Current Medical Research Opinion,
showed that the main ingredient in
SORE NO-MORE, glucosamine sulfate, had the following effects:
“ ... the results of this double-blind
trial showed that glucosamine sulfate
produced significant improvement in
joint tenderness and swelling, as well
as in restriction of movement, where present, to a a faster and greater extent
than did the placebo.”
Another study by A. Drovanti, published in Clinical Therapy showed the
following results on arthritis patients:
“Those who had glucosamine sulfate
showed, in an electron microscope picture, more similar to healthy cartilage. I t
is concluded that glucosamine sulfate
tends to rebuild the damaged cartilage, thus restoring articular function.”
And findings published in
Nutritional Supplement Advisor said:
“Outstanding safety and bioavailability, and clinical response all point to a
promising future for glucosamine [sulfate]
to feed and repair connective tissues.”

the first time in years ... and without suffering any of the
side effects of harmful drugs.
SORE NO-MORE is 100% safe to use every day
SORE NO-MORE is 100% natural
there are NEVER any side effects with SORE NO-MORE
SORE NO-MORE can NEVER hurt you, and ...

SORE NO-MORE May Eliminate Pain and Swelling And May
Even Reverse Your Arthritis!
You see, arthritis is caused when over time, your joints
start to break down from normal wear and tear. Cartilage gets
weaker, joint fluid becomes scarce. In short, your natural
“cushions and lubricants” disappear. Without this natural
cushioning, bone, cartilage and ligaments must rub together and
this causes pain, stiffness and swelling.
Unlike conventional treatments that may mask symptoms and may
even cause further damage to your joints, SORE NO-MORE delivers
pure, natural healing nutrients right to the root of your problem. SORE NO-MORE may rebuild lost and damaged cartilage plus
it may increase mobility and smooth joint surfaces. When you
take safe, natural SORE NO-MORE you may notice the improvement
almost immediately as it ...
Relieves pain and inflammation by reducing harmful
prostaglandins in your body
Increases joint flexibility to help you move easier with
less stiffness and pain
Helps your body rebuild damaged and deteriorating cartilage
Supports the recalcification of your bone joints
Smooths the joint surfaces for easier, pain-free movement
Relieves joint stiffness and swelling and preserves normal joint function
Increases joint mobility
Encourages growth of new tissue

SORE NO-MORE Gives 7-in-1 Pain Relief Power!
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Thousands of users and dozens
of clinical studies prove that
the ingredients in SORE NO-MORE
may stop the pain and inflammation of arthritis and may rebuild
damaged tissue like nothing else
can. The secret is SORE NOMORE’s powerful but safe combination of 7 all-natural ingredients
that bring you amazing 7-in-1
pain relief.
New, More Powerful Formula.
Two SORE NO-MORE caplets contain:

1.

Glucosamine Sulfate:
SORE NO-MORE’s key ingredient is an all-natural substance
that has been extensively studied. Researchers discovered that
glucosamine sulfate is one of the
building blocks of proteoglycans,
a substance found in abundance in
healthy joints. It helps your
body rebuild damaged and deteriorating cartilage. Plus it
smooths joint surfaces for easier
movement and less pain. (1,000
mg.)

2.

Chondroitin Sulfate:
This is a prime building
block of your joints. It is also
necessary for keeping you joints
flexible to help you move easier
and have less stiffness and pain.
(100 mg.)

Greatly Reduced Pain
“After only 90 days of use, I
can definitely say that SORE
NO-MORE has greatly
reduced the pain in my right
shoulder and right knee.” -Clyde Thompson, VA

Really Did The Trick
“I had a persistently sore,
stiff right hip for several
months. Chiropractic treatments helped a little, but
SORE NO-MORE really did
the trick. I’m 85 years old and my hip
has recovered. Thank you.” -- Charles
Pratt, AZ

Even The Swelling Is
Disappearing
“I’ve been using SORE NOMORE for 3 months. It really helps my fingers to the
point that I can once again
play the piano and do most
of my housework. Even the swelling is
disappearing.” -- Mary Rowden, MO

BIG Improvement
“I have osteoarthritis in my
spine, legs, knees and
thumbs. Considering my 24hour pain condition, I feel a
BIG improvement. Unique is
the true word for SORE NO-MORE.” -Phillip Tolerico, FL

Much Less Pain

3.

“Now I’ve got much less
pain and swelling and the
stiffness isn’t there like it
used to be before i started
taking SORE NO-MORE.” -Irene Cocanower, OH

4.

“Thanks to SORE NO-MORE I feel much
less pain. Now I can get out of bed much
easier in the morning.” -- Ruth West, TX

Sea Cucumber: Another
natural source of chondroitin that helps restore joint
function. (100 mg.)
Boswellin: This Indian
herbal extract has been
used for thousands of years to
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relieve joint stiffness and
swelling. It also preserves normal joint function. (300 mg.)

5.

Alfalfa Juice
Concentrate: Alfalfa
contains powerful B3 which studies have shown may increase joint
mobility by up to 85%! Alfalfa
is one of the most nutritious
foods on earth. It has a natural
concentration of iron, phosphorous, magnesium, sulfur, potassium, silica and calcium. It is
also contains vitamin K and
carotene, both of which play an
important role in the healing
process of arthritis. Alfalfa is
also rich in chlorophyll which
helps to defend your system
against dangerous toxins and bacteria. (100 mg.)

6.

Bromelain: This powerful
digestive enzyme from the
pineapple stem has shown in clinical studies to have astounding
anti-inflammatory properties.
It’s particularly effective in
reducing harmful pain and inflammation-causing prostaglandins in
the body. (150 mg.)

7.

Willow Bark: This prized
bark has long been known
for its pain-relieving power. It
has been mentioned in Egyptian
literature as a healer.
Hippocrates used it often for
relief from pain and stiffness
without any side effects. (100
mg.)
You must not be fooled by imitation formulations. The pharmaceutical quality ingredients and
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WARNING:
All Formulations Are
NOT The Same!
Only SORE NO-MORE’s
Unique Formulation Is
Proven To Give Relief!
With the success of SORE NOMORE come many who would try
to imitate its success. But don’t be
fooled.
This letter is from a SORE NOMORE user who switched once,
but will never do it again!

“SORE NOphoto
MORE is the
of
only gluwoman
cosamine sulfate
that eliminates
my arthritic
knees pain totally. My surgeon said it is the particular
formulation that is having that
effect. It is a marvelous
relief. I have tried many others over a period of time without help. Then I changed
back to other company’s glucosamine sulfate. The pain
returned. It felt like knives in
my knees. I went back on
SORE NO-MORE and the
pain disappeared. Eureka!
Thanks very much.” -Charlotte Buchmann, NJ

proprietary formulation of SORE NO-MORE can not be duplicated.
For proof, read the true story in the box on this page. Only
SORE NO-MORE goes to the root of your problem and brings you
relief you can rely on. This is the same formula as in the
best-selling book “The Arthritis Cure” by Jason Theodosakis,
M.D.
YOU may now be without pain.
YOU may now be able to move around more freely.
YOUR swelling may now subside.
YOUR painful, stiff joints may move effortlessly once
again.
But what all those things really mean is this ...

SORE NO-MORE May Give You Your Life Back!
When you take SORE NO-MORE every day, you can wake up feeling
GREAT! And that means you got a good night’s sleep, uninterrupted by painful spells.
You can practically hop out of bed eagerly anticipating -instead of dreading -- the activities of each day. You can do
the things you enjoy, rather than being a slave to your pain
and suffering.
There is no other arthritis treatment can do more for you.
SORE NO-MORE can rebuild, repair and make pain go away. Unlike
other remedies, it’s safe, and it helps relieve the problem!

Try SORE NO-MORE Risk-Free NOW Through This
Special Discount Offer
SORE NO-MORE is only available by mail from Healthier You.
You won’t find it in any store. And you won’t see it advertised anywhere else. Right now, through this special offer,
you can try SORE NO-MORE absolutely risk-free!
Try SORE NO-MORE yourself for up to 90 days. See how
great you feel. If you are not 100% satisfied, simply
return the unused portion (even if empty) anytime within
90 days and you will get a full refund of the purchase
price. No questions asked.
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Mail your order today, or for faster delivery, call toll-free
800-350-7430 with your credit card. I promise you’ll be
thrilled with your new, pain-free life. SORE NO-MORE is 100%
safe and natural and comes with my full medical recommendation.
Don’t wait to get relief from your suffering ... order today!
Sincerely,

Robert D Willix Jr MD
Robert D. Willix Jr., M.D.
P.S. FREE BONUS! The good people at Healthier You will give
you a FREE bottle of their PAIN-FREE HP topical roll-on (a
$19.95 value) when you order 4 bottles or more of SORE NO-MORE,
or when you choose the time-saving, money-saving AUTOMATIC SHIPMENT PLAN. This is a great value ... not to mention a god-send
for your stiff and painful joints. Order today.
P.P.S. FAST REPLY BONUS! When you respond within 7 days, you
will also receive the FREE REPORT, The Ultimate Formula For
Ending Your Arthritis Pain Naturally. This fact-filled report
is packed with things you can do right now to eliminate arthriFREE
FAST-RESPONSE
$19.95
tisFREE
painBONUS!
from your
lifeValue!
for good. It’s
yours
to keep even if
you return SORE NO-MORE for a full refund. Order today!

End Arthritis Pain For Good!

FREE! Odorless,
Roll-On Relief!

PAIN-FREE HP is perfect for instant, pin-point
pain relief on those more
difficult days. This all-natural, topical analgesic contains a high potency of
capsaicin extract to reduce
and even eliminate arthritis
pain and swelling safely,
with no side-effects.

Breakthrough new
report by Dr. Willix gives
you dozens of ways to
safely and naturally beat
arthritis for the rest of
your life. Tips include:

Pain-Free
HP
photo of
bottle

report
cover

5 herbs that work
better and safer than prescription pain killers.
Inexpensive substance that helps smooth joint surfaces for
easier pain-free movement.
Feel-good foods that quickly easy your
pain
The 3 most important arthritis-fighting
vitamins you need to take right now!
Relieve morning stiffness with nature’s
anti-inflammatory
Yours free to keep when you reply within 7
days -- even if you return SORE NO-MORE
for a full refund.

Convenient roll-on dispenser makes direct application fast and easy. It is completely odorless,
and unlike other topicals, it does NOT cause
any burning sensation when applied.
Get a FREE bottle when you order 4 bottles or more of SORE NO-MORE, or with
every shipment on our the Automatic
Shipment Plan.

THE STATEMENTS CONTAINED HEREIN HAVE NOT BEEN EVALUATED BY THE
U.S. FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION. THIS PRODUCT IS NOT INTENDED TO DIAGNOSE, TREAT, CURE OR PREVENT ANY DISEASE.
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Men And Women All Over The Country
Praise The Life-Changing Relief They
Get From SORE NO-MORE!
“At 73 years of age, I recently got a bad
attack of arthritis. I began to take SORE NOMORE and it really helped me a lot.” -- Reginald
Redman, AZ
“I feel a lot less pain in my knees now. When
I forgot to take my SORE NO-MORE for a few days,
the pain started to come back at night, but when
I started taking them again the pain stopped.” - Ann Pasek, CT
“This is my 3rd order for SORE NO-MORE. It has helped my
knees very much. They are not nearly as sore or stiff and the
swelling is almost gone. Thanks!” -- Joanna Bishop, MO
“I’m using SORE NO-MORE and it is helping me.
I am very grateful to get it. Thank you.” -Gloria Rawlings, OK
“I feel that my arthritic knees have improved
since taking SORE NO-MORE. The swelling in both
knees has definitely gone down.” -- Wilma
Thomas, VA
“I have had arthritis for some time in the hip
and upper leg. SORE NO-MORE has been very helpful in subduing the pain. I also walk about a mile every
afternoon to keep my leg moving. I am 83 and have been active
all my life.” -- Frank Follmer, CA
“SORE NO-MORE has really helped me a lot.
Thank you for caring.” -- Doris Myers, CA
“Thanks to SORE NO-MORE I continue to have
relief from the results of motorcycle and football injuries of over 60 years ago.” -- Charles
Hay, KY
The testimonials contained herein are from those who
have obtained success and may not reflect your results.
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SORE NO-MORE No Risk Order Form
YES! I want to enjoy life again! I want fast, safe, 100% natural relief
from arthritis pain and inflammation!
YES! Please rush me the SORE NO-MORE I’ve checked below according to your iron-clad, no-risk, money-back
guarantee. These LOW Prices are often less than other formulas in stores that don’t work nearly as well.
YES! I’m responding within 7 days, please send me the FREE BONUS REPORT, “The Ultimate Formula For
Ending Your Arthritis Pain Naturally”. This is mine to keep no matter what.

Less SAVE $100.00!
than
$1 SAVE $30.00!
a SAVE $5.95!

6-month supply Only $128.95 + $7 S&H
Plus FREE bottle of PAIN-FREE HP ($19.95 value)
4-month supply Only $89.95 + $6 S&H
Plus FREE bottle of PAIN-FREE HP ($19.95 value)
2-month supply Only $46.95 + $5 S&H
1-month supply Only $24.95 + $4 S&H

SAVE MONEY & NEVER Run Out of
SORE NO-MORE! It’s FAST! It’s EASY!
YES! Ship a 2-month supply of SORE NO-MORE every two
months until I tell you to stop. Charge my credit card just $44.95 per
person. This saves me $12.95 bi-monthly, plus I also receive a FREE
bottle of PAIN-FREE HP with every shipment. Shipping is also FREE!
$44.95 x

per
person

________

# of people

=

$ _________

Total charge every 2 months

Enclosed is $ _______ [] check or [] money order (payable to
Healthier You)
Charge my credit card: [] VISA [] MasterCard
[] Am Ex [] Discover
Card No. __________________________ Exp. ___/___
Signature: _____________________________________

No side
effects
Can be used
alone or safely
with any other
anti-pain medication

SORE
NO-MORE
photo of
bottle

Same formula
as in the best-selling book “The
Arthritis Cure” by
Jason Theodosakis,

SORE NO-MORE
100% SATISFACTION,
NO-RISK
GUARANTEE
I guarantee that you will be
100% satisfied with the blessed
pain relief of SORE NOMORE. If you are not completely satisfied, with less
swelling ... less stiffness ... less
inflammation, simply return the
bottles (even if empty) anytime
within 90 days. You will
receive a prompt and full
refund. No questions asked.

Robert D.Willix Jr MD

*NOT AVAILABLE IN STORES * End Arthritis Pain Now! Order Today!
Mail To: Healthier You, PO Box 9515, Lake Worth FL 33466

Fax 24 Hours a Day Credit Card Orders: 1-561-439-5173
For Fastest Service on Credit Card Orders

CALL 800-350-7430
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9am to Midnight M-F, EST
9am-5pm Sat, 1pm-5pm Sun
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